may play a role in surveillance human tumors. Further support of the relationship between NC activity and TNF⍺ is shown in Figure   4 . Mouse N-and C-cells are resistant to lysis by human TNF⍺, as they are to mouse TNF⍺ lysis. Mouse I-cells are sensitive to human TNF⍺ mediated lysis, as they are to mouse TNF⍺ mediated lysis. Figure 1: Mouse natural cytotoxic (NC) cell mediated lysis of mouse N-, I-and C-cells.
Introduction
Normal, non-transformed, mouse cells (N-cells) do not grow as tumors in either normal or immune compromised (ATXFL) mice [1, 2] . Intermediate cells (I-cells) derived from N-cells transformed and isolated in vitro are only capable of growth as tumors in immune compromised mice [1, 2] . Cancer cells (C-cells) selected from I-cells in vivo are capable of growth as tumors in both immune compromised and normal mice [1, 2] . This establishes a lineage N → I → C. N-cell are not sensitive to lysis by mouse natural cytotoxic (NC) cells [3, 4] . When they are transformed to I-cells they become sensitive to lysis by mouse NC cells. Given that normal mice have NC cell activity and immune compromised mice do not have NC cell activity could explain why I-cells are capable of growth as tumors in immune compromised mice, but not in normal mice. Mouse I-cells selected in vivo for growth as tumors in both immune compromised and normal mice (C-cells) are resistant to lysis by mouse natural cytotoxic (NC) cells. Mouse N-cells are not sensitive to lysis mediated by mouse NC cells presumably because they are normal, non-transformed cells. Mouse I-cells, as a result of transformation become sensitive to lysis mediated by mouse NC cells, that is, they become sensitive to immune surveillance.
Mouse C-cells, have escaped immune surveillance by becoming resistant to lysis mediated by mouse NC cells, thus allowing them to grow as tumors in normal, as well as, immune compromised mice.
These findings support a role for NC cells in the surveillance of tumor growth in mice. Mouse N-cells are not capable of growing as tumors, even in immune compromised mice and are not sensitive A sequentially derived lineage was established, N → I → C (Normal cells → Intermediate cells→ Cancer cells).In this lineage N-cells are not tumorigenic, I-cells are tumorigenic only in immune compromised mice and C-cells are tumorigenic in both immune compromised and normal mice. N-cell are not sensitive to lysis by mouse natural cytotoxic (NC) cells. When they are transformed to I-cells they become sensitive to lysis by mouse NC cells. C-cells, derived in vivo from I-cells, are resistant to lysis by mouse NC cells. This lineage has the same sensitivities and resistances to mouse tumor necrosis factor (TNF⍺ mediated lysis as it does to mouse NC mediated lysis. This finding supports a role for NC cells and TNF⍺ in the surveillance of tumor growth in mice. Transformation of N-cells to I-cells results in sensitivity to NC and TNF⍺ lysis preventing the growth of I-cells in normal mice. C-cells escape surveillance by becoming resistant to NC and TNF⍺ mediated lysis. This lineage of mouse cells also shows the same sensitivities and resistances to human NC and human TNF⍺ mediated lysis as it does to mouse NC and TNF⍺ mediated lysis. This finding supports a role for NC cells and TNF⍺ in the surveillance of tumor growth in humans; a surveillance mechanism that has been conserved in mice and humans for more than 100 million years. DOI: 10.26717/BJSTR.2019.22.003747 to mouse NC activity. When N-cells are transformed to I-cells they become capable of growing as tumors in mice that do not have NC activity (immune compromised mice), but cannot grow as tumor in normal mice, which have NC activity. C-cells, because they are resistant to NC mediated lysis can grow as tumors not only in mice that do not have NC activity (immune compromised mice), but in mice that do have NC activity (normal mice). N-, I-and C-cells show an identical pattern of sensitivity to mouse tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF⍺) mediated lysis as they do to mouse NC mediated lysis. N-cells and C-cells are resistant to mouse TNF⍺ mediated lysis while I-cells are sensitive [5] . This also supports a role for TNF⍺ in the surveillance of tumor growth in mice. Here we show that mouse N-, I-and C-cells also show the same pattern of sensitivity to human NC mediated lysis and to human TNF⍺ mediated lysis as they do to mouse NC mediated lysis and to mouse TNF⍺ mediated lysis.
This finding indicates that human NC cells and human TNF⍺ may play a role in tumor surveillance in humans. The fact that that the divergence of mice and human occurred approximately 110 million years ago [6] yet this tumor surveillance mechanism is conserved in these two species strongly suggests the importance of this tumor surveillance mechanism in the evolution of these two species.
Materials and Methods

Mice
Normal and immune compromised Balb/c mice were from the Salk Institute (La Jolla, CA) colony. Immune compromised mice were prepared by thymectomy of 4-to 6-week old mice followed 2 weeks later by lethal irradiation (750 rads) and reconstituted with 1-2 x 107 syngeneic fetal liver cells. (ATXFL).
Cell Lines
All cell lines were maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagles Medium (DMEM) plus 10% fetal calf serum. The N-cell line is a cloned fibroblastic cell line derived from Balb/c fetal tissue [7] . 
In Vitro Assay of Cytolysis
The ability of human and mouse NC cells as well as the ability 
Result
As shown in Figure 1 , when normal mouse cells (N-cells) are transformed in vitro to tumorigenic cells that are capable of growth as tumors only in immune compromised mice (I-cells), concurrent with transformation is the acquisition of sensitivity to mouse NC activity. Given that normal mice express NC activity and that immune compromised mice do not express NC activity, this result strongly suggests that the reason that I-cells are not capable of growth as tumors in normal mice is that the expressed NC activity of normal mice prevents the growth of I-cells as tumors in normal mice; that is, NC activity functions as a tumor surveillance system.
Consistent with this hypothesis is the fact that when I-cells escape surveillance and grow as tumors in normal mice as well as immune compromised mice (C-cells) they become resistant to NC activity. It is likely that they grow as tumors in normal mice because they are resistant to NC mediated lysis. There is some evidence that mouse NC activity is mediated by TNF⍺ [8] and it is not surprising that mouse N-cells are not sensitive to lysis by mouse TNF⍺.
When N-cells are transformed to I-cells they become sensitive to mouse TNF⍺ and when I-cells become C-cells they are resistant to lysis by mouse TNF⍺. This is shown in Figure 2 
Discussion
Although there is clear evidence that humans who are at least partially immune compromised are a greater risk for developing some types of cancer [9] [10] [11] [12] . If human do, in fact, have an antitumor immune surveillance mechanism one could argue that the only reason we ever see tumors in humans is because these tumorigenic cells have escaped immune surveillance. It is possible that tumorigenic cells arise in humans at a high rate, but because these initial tumor cells are sensitive to immune surveillance, we never see them as observable tumors. Thus, the only tumors we can diagnose would be composed of cells that have escaped an antitumor surveillance mechanism. In contrast to humans we can identify a tumor surveillance mechanism in mice [2] . The fact that some cells transformed in vitro can grow as tumors in immune compromised (ATXFL) mice but cannot grow as tumors in normal mice (I-cells) strongly supports the existence of an antitumor immune surveillance mechanism in mice. When these cells escape this antitumor surveillance mechanism they can grow as tumors in normal mice just as human tumors might grow in normal humans.
The fact that human NC cells and human TNF⍺ are both capable of lysing mouse I-cells and not mouse C-cells strongly suggests that humans may use NC cells and TNF⍺ as antitumor surveillance mechanisms. It is not easy to identify antitumor surveillance mechanisms in humans, especially if the only tumors we can identify are those that have escaped surveillance. For obvious reasons it is not possible to identify human I-cells. If we could we would potentially have more direct evidence as to what antitumor surveillance mechanism(s) it might be operating in humans. Until we can recognize human I-cells, the fact that this mechanism is conserved in mice and humans provides the strongest evidence of a mechanism for tumor surveillance in humans. It is somewhat surprising that human and mouse NC cells and TNF⍺ both have specific recognition and lysis of mouse I-cells, given that these two species have been evolutionarily separated for more than one hundred million years. Thus, the functional activity of human and mouse NC cells and TNF⍺ appears to be highly conserved. If these do represent antitumor surveillance mechanisms, the correlation between mouse and human NC cells and TNF⍺ activity suggests that antitumor surveillance is very important to both species.
